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INTRODUCTION

The Experimental phy.sics and Industrial Control Systems
(EPICS) is the result of a software sharing and co-development
effort of major importance now underway. The initial two par-
ticipants, I.ANL and ANL, have now been joined by three other
labs, and an earlier version of the software has been transferred
to three commercial firms and is currently undergoing separate
development. The reasons for EPlCS's success may be useful
to enumerate and explain and the desire and prospects for its
continued development are certainly worth examining.

CONTROL SYSTEM TRANSPLANTS

If a successful control system co-development is remark-
able enough to report, it is worth commenting on control system
transplants in general, and specifically those of accelerators.
F.PICS is not the first control system to be used at multiple ac-
celerator sites and will not be the last. But, although earlier suc-
cessful transplants have taken place, there have rarely been co-
development efforts among multiple sites. The reasons are
numerous; some cultural and some technical.

Technology: One important factor inhibiting the copying
of a control system is the rapid technological evolution of the
components and techniques used. We are now firmly wedded
to the progress of the computer industry since we can rarely, if
ever, get ahead of it. So when a few years pass after the success-
ful commissioning of an accelerator and its control system, the
components of that system are termed "obsolete." By obsolete,
we of course mean that the use of the latest computer system,
components, techniques, and software will yield a better and
more cosi-effective control system. With the sensible move to-
ward standards by both the computer industry and the accelera-
tor community, the use of standards instead of proprietary prod-
ucts or site-specific methods will constitute an obvious
advantage.

Specific Accelerator Requirements: The differing tech-
nical requirements of a new accelerator are often reasons for re-
sisting the transplant of another accelerator's control system.
However, the current trend toward employing the similar con-
trol system methods and tools for all of the several accelerators
of a multi-stage process weakens this argument considerably.

Knowledge of Software Internals: One important reason
to develop one's own control system is the need to have an inti-
mate knowledge of the control system developed, since normal-
ly the developers are given the task of supporting, expanding,
and improving the system throughout its lifetime. This reason,
while not ruling out the use of another lab's system since one
can generally obtain source code and devote the time needed to
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understanding all aspects thereof, usually rules out commercial
packages.

Unique Requirements: Another reason that commercial
solutions are avoided in favor of transplanted or in-house de-
signs is the truly unique requirements of accelerators. There
cannot be a large market for control systems with timing preci-
sion down to nanoseconds. In addition, there is the fact that few
or no hard specifications are available at design start and that
the system must be able to evolve to satisfy a host of future, un-
specifiable requirements. A notable exception in the commer-
cial market is V-System by Vista Systems, which had its origins
in the Beam Telescope Control System mentioned below.

Not Invented Here: One non-obvious but possibly signifi-
cant reason for developing a control system "in house" is the
need to avoid anything "not invented here." We expect that
sometimes one or more of the above reasons are given in what
is actually support of this psychological motive. On occasion,
the opposite occurs, and a staff member insists on an inappropri-
ate transplant due to familiarity or personal co-development
history.

THE HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF EPICS
Often not recorded is the genealogy of a multi-year, multi-

branch, multi-decision development. We think it is important
to describe that development genealogy in this case both to
credit the developers and to help the community to benefit from
the positive aspects thereof.

Beam Telescope Control System: Several stages of con-
trol system development at LANL preceded EPICS [1). The
operator interface, using windows on a workstation, was that
developed for the Beam Telescope control system designed and
built by LANL for installation at ANL's IPNS [2]. This system
employed a VaxStation running a DEC-Windows GUI and used
CAMAC as its distributed data collection and network imple-
mentation. This work whetted the appetite of the ANL team
along with many others when it was demonstrated at 1CAL-
EPCS-'87 in Villars. Switzerland.

Toolkit Workshop at LANL: The next significant event
was the Accelerator Automation Application Toolkit Workshop
held at LANL in 1988 [3]. The initial members of the ANL
team were present and participated with accelerator controls
people from around the world in what was an electric atmo-
sphere of idea exchange, horror-story telling, suggestions, and
debate as the attributes of a new control system were recorded
to set the LANL team's development directions. There were,
in fact, suggestions and ideas put forth to continue the dialog but
these never developed and the community went its separate
ways.

GTACS: The outcome of the toolkit workshop was the de- Q^2»
velopment of the Ground Test Accelerator Control System, •*&•*£
GTACS [4). This system embodied many of the ideas put forth -"-J«w
at the workshop, but more important, it embodied the key core -=v"3
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software and tool-based design concepts 'hat would enable it to
be used in an exploding arra\ of applications. The work at
I.AN1. by Jeff Hill. Hob Dalesio. and others proved to be a
sound foundation upon which all of the work lo follow stood.
The Channel Access core software w as a set of rules for the ex-
change of data between clients and servers and is. in tact, a data
exchange "standard." sometimes called a software bus [5|. The
tool-based approach to software modularity was not new. but
the strict application of the approach in a control system en-
abled a tremendous tlexibilih in appearance and application.
GTACS was distributed lo several other sites and successfully
adapted to an arra> of systems. However, the burden of support-
ing a control s\stem in use at distant locations and institutions
•uade I he LAN], team cool to the idea of a co-developer.

A M . Joins I.ANL: The I.ANL and ANI. teams finally met
around a table at ICAI.EPCS-'Sy in Vancouver. Canada. The
ANI. team had a major new accelerator (the Advanced Photon
Source. APS) control svstem to build and suggested a co-devel-
opment effort with the LANL-(iTA team. Due to previous sup-
port problems, it was soon clear that the LAN!, team wanted to
sec cither the color of ANL's money or real proof of a commit-
ment to contribute. The ANL team proposed both and sent
Mart\ Kraimer to work w tin and tor the I.ANI. team tor an ex-
tended period. This decision proved pivotal and has become the
pattern suggested lo am prospective collaborator. Mart) was
given a complete system to implement, which required thai he
learn all aspects of CiTACS. He returned to Argonne and con-
vinced the rest of the ANI. team that GTACS was a s w e m with
well-thought-out basic properties and good performance. At
the time, the ANI. team telt that even it the disparate require-
ments of the GTA la proton linear accelerator) and the APS la
positron storage ring synchrotron radiation facility) were to
force a deviation and separation oi the two teams' development
directions. the) would at l;ast have gained a tremendous head
start in their own mission, in tact, their leader at the time. Many
Knoll, was com meed of just such a near-term separation, but
the basic properties of GTACS were to prove him wrong.

GTACS Kvolves Into EPICS: As the ANL team staffed
up and became familiar witrKiTACS. they began (and were en-
couraged hv the I.ANL tea'rt) to suggest improvements to in-
crease the ulilitv. convenience, and cross-platform transparen-
cy of CiTACS. Lach changejwas discussed and agreed upon by
both teams, but the urgencies of the GTA program soon made
serious improvements difficult. It was decided to continue the
development of an improved version with ihe hope of retrofit-
ting the GTA applications in]the future. This downward com-
patibility goal imposed a discipline on both teams and kept the
new version from getting out of control with "improvements."
Extensible record and device support was implemented and
man) other minor improvements were made. Finally it was
suggested that a more generic name be given to the new version
in keeping with the multi-lab co-development effort and to re-
duce confusion. LPICS. for Experimental Physics and Indus-
trial Control Svstem. was the new name.

ICALKPCS'91: At Tsukuba. Japan. Bill McDowell, now
the ANL team leader, presented a paper referring to the collabo-
ration and its fruits [6|. He was met with a certain level of out-

right disbelief that such a co-development could take place, let
alone succeed. A great deal of interest was generated and EP-
ICS, along with other control systems employing workstations.
VME crates, and a LAN. was dubbed a "standard model" by
Berend Kuiper [7]. From this point, queries about EPICS have
grown exponentially and spread to an international scope.

LBL, SSCL, and CEBAF Join the Collaboration: In
1992. Steve Lew is's controls group at LBL asked to join the co-
development effort. This department of LBL has several con-
trol system development activities and supplies services on a
Lab-wide basis. The) have since applied EPICS to some as-
pects of the AI.S and to control of the Gamasphere (at LBL) and
STAR (at BNL's RHIC) experiment systems. Dave Gurd's con-
trols team at SSCL also expressed interest in joining the collab-
oration in 1992 and has since done so. spurring interest in using
EPICS for very large control jobs |K|. The CEBAF controls
team is the most recent addition to the collaboration.

Commercialization: After a long process. ANL. LANL.
and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOL-) signed a "non-exclu-
sive license" agreement with three commercial firms for the use
of EPICS Release 3.H. The three companies are Kinetic Sys-
tems of Illinois. Tate Integrated Systems of Baltimore, and Ti-
tan Corp. of Albuquerque. Kinetic Systems is now shipping
systems based on EPICS under the name Intuit. Tale is shipping
and marketing EPICS under the name TIS-4()(K) after adding
many improvements related both to their process control mar-
ket and to some of EPICS's current limitations.

WHY DID THE INITIAL COLLABORATION
WORK?

The question of why and how the initial LANL-ANL col-
laboration worked has been asked by many.

Serendipity: As often happens, the technical factors were
mostly a fortunate confluence of events: a large new construc-
tion project (APS) occurring at a time when GTACS was devel-
oped enough to prove its viabilit); a good match of the plans
already made by the ANL team and the key features of GTACS:
and a time when "workstation wars" made the use of generous
quantities of UNIX-based computing power a practical reality.

Ego-Suppression: Perhaps the key factor was the willing-
ness of the ANL team to adopt a design invented b\ others and
later, as these newcomers proposed changes, the willingness of
the LANL team to accept lhe suggested changes. In fact, this
"ego-suppression" is still seen as a key factor in the continued
progress of the collaboration. The willingness of the ANI. team
lo become fully cognizant of GTACS at the beginning is also
seen as ke\ to working as a co-development team.

Tool-Based Approach: Another factor in this initial suc-
cess, and a continuing factor, is the fact that GTACS and its suc-
cessor EPICS use tool-based approaches |S, 9J. B\ tool-based
we mean the use of software "tools'" that are designed w ith care-
full) chosen boundaries between la_\ers and modules, use good
protocols, and allow independent development, similar to what
any good bus protocol provides. Thus, a new tool can be devel-
oped to provide a new functionality or to replace an existing
functionality and the presence of one version or the other or in-



deed both, or (he complete absence of both will be invisible to
the basic functionality and hopelully. all other tools. This ap-
proach allows two or more HPICS implementations to use com-
pletely different sets of tools, custom-designed to meet the par-
ticular requirements of the accelerator or application.

The HPICS Alarm Handler, one of ANI.'s first contribu-
tions to the collaboration, is an example nt the value ot this ap-
proach A real problem in any control system is the handling,
prioritizing, and presentation of alarms. "Alarm storms" can
result from simple but fundamental events. The more one wants
to anticipate and monitor for problems, (he worse the situation
becomes. ANI. decided early that it needed a solution to this
problem and proposed to I.ANI. that ANI, develop this tool.
The development did not require total knowledge of GTACS.
just the channel access portion. As the ANI. learn developed the
Alarm Handler [ It)], it was given a chance that not man) devel-
opers of control systems for new accelerators gel: to try it out
on an operating accelerator, namely the (iTA at I.ANI.. Thus
the tool was critiqued, revised, and fine-tuned long before it was
(o become part of the ANI. accelerator. I.ANI. incorporated it
into the CiTA control environment (as have other collaborators).
This episode, with its obvious risk-reduction benefit, proved to
both I.ANI. and ANI. the basic soundness of the collaboration.

Standards: The use of standards wherever possible makes
collaborating more acceptable to a prospective partner. Both
I.ANI.'s and ANI.'s desires were identical in this respect |d|.
The use ol standards in the LAN portion of HPICS has allowed
ANI. to plan for a migration path through FDDI all the way to
ATM to provide high bandwidth and fault tolerance. The use
of network hubs will protect the initial investment in ethernet
interlace modules 111). The initial concerns of many over the
use of Hthernel as a backbone network have thus been laid io
rest. Beyond network standards. HPICS is based on a Unix de-
velopment and operator interface environment, the "C" pro-
gramming language, the TCP/IP communication protocol, the
VMK-VX1 bus/crate system, and some popular field-bus proto-
cols.

Indirect Benefits: Two examples of development lri r.s-
fers indirectly related to TOPIC'S are the use by ANI. of VXI-
based rf signal processing electronics and video image proces-
sing applications software developed by I.ANI. for the CiTA.
While not part of the HPICS collaboration, these tools wereeas-
il\ transferable due to their compatibility with GTACS/HP1CS.

CO-DEVELOPMENT MECHANISMS

A variety of communication and coordination methods are
used to coordinate the activities of the members of the collabo-
ration. Although personal contact and give-and-take discus-
sions probably exchange the largest amount of data and person-
al preference information, electronic methods are a close
second.

Team Visits: Sometimes the time-honored methods of
tace-to-iace confrontation and discussion are necessary to
"hammer out" an agreeable solution to a difficult problem.
Such meetings are held about every month or two at a rotating
site. Bob Dalesio of LANL is burdened with the tasks of agenda

preparation, discussion mediation, and minute taking. This in-
teraction of the collaborating teams at the requirements and de-
sign stage before committing to code is extiemely beneficial.
The thinking and experience of five or more labs really makes
a difference.

Electronic Mail: A great deal of information is exchanged
with e-mail, (he benefits being that it is unambiguous, docu-
mented, and point-to-pointfs). The geographical separation of
the sites is quite invisible with this and other Internet-based
methods. A related method, a bulletin board-like set of tools
called NOTHS. developed at the University of Illinois for such
collaborations, is used for several purposes: HW bug reports;
SW bug reports- HPIC'S suggestions; application program
suggestions; and tech-talk, a question-and-response forum, are
all used by the HPICS development and application staffs.

Electronic Conferencing: Only two sites, ANI. and
SSCL. have teleconferencing equipment at this lime, but
workstation-based "picture-in-piclure" teleconferencing has
been tested successfully between l.BI. and ANI.. This latter
system uses audio and slow-scan video over the Internet and is
quite acceptable for this purpose Common-view slide presen-
tations anil multiple pointers and markups are also provided.

Agenda and Priorities: With the four major co-develop-
ers having different pro|ects to service, they naturally have dif-
ferent development agendas and priorities. When these priori-
ties intersect or when HPICS developments are produced ahead
of the timetables of other co-developers, there is an obvious
benefit and a smooth cooperative effort is the result. However,
the partnership is unstructured and the co-development part-
ners have no mandatory obligation to perform their "assign-
ments" on lime. So, if a tool is needed ahead of the timetables
of the others, that tool must be looked at as a "single-site" re-
sponsibility.

Release Mechanisms: As with any multi-person software
development effort, let alone a wide-area effort, careful atten-
tion must be paid to release and configuration control. A suite
of code management tools (currently SCCS) is employed for all
shared software. This includes the core crate software, most
commonly used device drivers, channel access, the display edi-
tor and manager, and several major tools such as the alarm man-
ager. Only application programs, control screens, and device
drivers developed and used locally are maintained locally.
Software modules are checked out over the Internet, revised,
debugged, and then and checked back in for inclusion in a new
release. As an indication of the transparency of this WAN-
based system, the files are maintained at LAN!., the system ad-
ministrator, Mike Bordua, is at I.BL, and currently most of the
software is being developed at I .ANI. and ANI.. At this writing,
HPICS was at Release 3.11 (Beta-H).

HOW WELL DOES IT WORK?

Are all co-development decisions unanimous and easy?
The answer, of course, is "no." Many differences of opinion oc-
cur, some accidentally and others seen from far off. An example
of an accidental difference was the development of a Graphical
Database Configuration Tool (GDCT).



(.niphical DC I Development: Maintaining I he conllgu-
ration ol'databases containing linked record processing has al-
ways been a tedious lask. and it was apparent to all that a graphi-
cal tool would make !he task easier. Largely without
coordination with the others. AN I.. I.ANL. and SSC'I. all began
developing dilleicnt approaches to a graphical I X T . All three
turned up on the same collaboration agenda in January. IW.V
As it turned out. not all solutions had all ihe desired lealures.
and alter some discussion, the graphical editing tool used by
SSCL. ()b|ecl\ ' ieus from Quest, was joined tothe methodology
ol the AMI. team and the resulting graphical I X T developed to
Ihe point where ANI. could use it This Graphical DC'T was
ihen sent hack to SSCL and is being enhanced further. A graphi-
cal version is also being developed In the SSC'I. team for the
sequencer tool, a tool tor specify ins; stale machine attributes
and one which will also benefit from a ( i l ' l . l.ANl.'s imple-
meillation of the graphical DC'T employs a translator to a CAD
package and this version is in use there. Hoth implementations
are Hilly compatible with LPICS databases ami a user has the
choice of either tool.

The X Layer Decision: An early disagreement between
ANI. and I.ANI was which \-protocol layer should be used for
the IT'ICS ( i l l : Xlih. a basic-level layer with more primitive
but faster operating calls, or the Motif Toolkit layer. ANl.'s
Mark Anderson pressed tor the Toolkit approach and claimed
that he could produce good performance. ANl.'s team backed
him. but counted on expected workstation performance gains to
insure success. The two teams agreed on a set of goals against
which to measure performance and Mark eventually succeeded
in meeting the desired performance of a new application screen
in under 2 seconds anil 1,000 updated screen elements per se-
cond.

CURRENT STATUS

Is LPICS finished? Is it the best it can be'.' The answers are
"no" and "definitely not!" What about the collaboration and
commercialization? These and nianv other questions are asked
every day by all of those participating in the collaboration and
by IIHKC wondering if they should join. We will try to address
the hottest of these topics.

Commercialization: As stated above. LPICS has been li-
censed for use by three private-sector companies. Two of these.
Talc and Kinetic Systems, are actually shipping fully developed
systems based on the core features oi Hl'IC'S and including
much ot its functionality. Tale has added several features im-
portant lo the process-control industry such as redundant field
crate controllers and a low-cosi. WAN-based, implementation
of the field crate. These will be studied and considered for in-
corporation into the accelerator community version ot LPICS
A continuing cooperative relationship with Tale or anolhei
commercial firm is being considered by the current set ol lil'-
ICS co-developers, due in part to a need lo insure continuity in
the future regardless of the continued involvement of the pres-
ent collaborators.

Recently Added Features: Much of the functionality and
features are described elsewhere 11. I 11. A major new function

now under final refinement is that ol Ihe Motif Lditor and Dis-
play Manager (MHDM) | 12]. This development had to meet
several challenging requirements: the Motif style look-and-
feel and Toolkit layer, good performance, compatibility with
the specification tiles of the original editor and display manag-
er, and the ability lo rapidly switch between edit anil execution
contexts. MIT1M is now in common use at some s.tes and may
soon become the default toolset.

One ol I .PICSs strengths is its acceptance of interfaces to
third-party tools. Malhematica. PV-Wave. Wingz. and interac-
tive C from the commercial sector and CLRN's NODA1. and
BNI.'s Devtest from the accelerator community have been suc-
cessfully interfaced lo LPK'S's channel access.

Limitations of the Current EPIC'S: As stated above. LP-
ICS is tar from being the end-all of control systems. It has at-
tracted the attention it has because it represents a good platform
upon which to build a varietv ot control systems tailored to par-
ticular needs, and the tact that the tool approacli lends itself to
collaborative development. Quite understandably. HPlCS's
shortcomings usuallv stem from how it rciates to the needs of
a new application, lor example, being a LAN-based distributed
system, it has no ability to perform the precision timing tasks
required in all accelerators, an exception being its ability to
time-stamp actions system-wide to the millisecond level using
software and to the microsecond using available hardware tools
11 31. The solution to such a high-performance requirement has
been to build the timing system external to liPlCS and have LP-
IC'S manage it. distributing pulse delay and width data to spe-
cialized transmitters.

As LPICS is applied to very large systems or when used
with point-to-point communication links, the need for a name
server becomes apparent since liPICS uses LAN broadcast
messages to initially establish its links. The applications
planned at SSC'I. are examples of these requirements. Actually,
Tate has seen the need to incorporate a name server for these
same reasons, and so the incorporation into LP1CS has an exis-
tence proof.

There have been a great many suggestions for corrections
anJ improvements to LPIC'S (one of the results of a multi-lab
collaboration! and many of these are working their way up the
priority ladder. Composite devices, tor example, consisting of
related groups of process variables upon which vector opera-
tions could be performed, are now moving from the specifica-
tion lo the strategy phase. Control permission tools, which limit
control of subsystems by name, location, and machine mode,
are defined and now await implementation. A complete suite
of unified configuration tools is another area of improvement
we would like to see.

Online Documentation Tools: Two developments related
to online documentation are eagerly awaited. One is the
planned development of an online logbook toolset integrated
wilh all LPICS run-time tools. The specification is aimed at
meeting the requirements of logkeeping, yet allowing a com-
plete electronic implementation, and will include copy-paste
abilities wilh other graphical tools as well as time-stamped
manual and automatic entries (triggered, for example, by
alarms or machine-stale snapshots).



The other online documentation movement is the posting
of all EPICS documentation to the World Wide Web system for
viewing and distribution. Currently much of the documentation
written at ANl. is available for internal use. but wide availabil-
ity is foreseen. ANl. is using the Mosaic viewer, developed at
the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the
University of Illinois | 14]. The documentation can be viewed
by pointing sour viewer at http://epics.aps.anl.gov/wel-
come.html.

Current Collaboration Membership: In addition to the
five lahs referred to above. Duke University's Free Electron La-
ser controls team has joined the collaboration. Several other
labs have expressed interest and. in fact, have obtained copies
of EPICS to evaluate. Many of the synchrotron radiation exper-
imentalists of both the Argonne APS |IS| and the LBL Ad-
vanced Light Source are planning to use EPICS for beamline
control and data collection control. This particular co-usage of
LPICS is expected to produce common-use toolsets related to
their experimental equipment. In a similar movement, two of
the SSCL detector groups are considering using EPICS for their
slow controls. In all. a combination of 24 laboratories, universi-
ties, and industrial firms are involved with EPICS.

Future Directions: There is no argument as to the value
of the multi-lab co-development of EPICS. The real question
we ask. now that the ship is launched, is where do we go from
here and how do we keep it afloat? The changing priorities of
the various labs as they build and then operate their accelerators
are a real challenge to the smooth improvement of EPICS. Al-
ternatives are being discussed which include a relationship with
a vendor who would provide reintegration of the collaborator's
improvements, release control, maintenance, training, and doc-
umentation of at least a core set of components and tools. The
current collaborators have learned that participation in a serious
co-development should not be considered free. A commitment
in the form of resources to support EPICS is required for suc-
cess. If any form of centralized management is to be estab-
lished, commitment in the form of monetary supporl should be
expected, whether that management is laboratory-based or
commercially contracted.

SUMMARY
EPICS has been launched as an unprecedented co-develop-

ment effort b_\ two. then several accelerator laboratories. It was
made possible by a good basic set of tools, a suppression of ego.
and a cooperative spirit among its participants. It is hopefully
possible to continue to improve and make available to others in
our community this certainly incomplete, but potentially great
set of control system tools. It will require both continued com-
mitment and good will to fulfill that possibility.
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